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ABSTRACT
   Two kinds of measurements of the spin correlation parameters at 900c.M. for the
50 MeV proton-proton scattering have been performed. For the first step, the spin
correlation parameters CKp (900o.y, .) and CNN (900c.}i.) at 52 MeV have been obtained

by means of double scattering fnethod, where the carbon polarimeter having nearly
40% analyzing power was used as a polarization analyzer. For the second step,
the spin correlation parameters Axx (90Oc.M.) and Ayy (90Oc.},f.) at 47.5 MeV have been

measured by using polarized beam and polarized target, where the nearly 50e/.
polarized protons were provided by p-Ca elastlc scattering and the meafily 350/.
poiarized hydrogen target was constructed by means of dynamic polarization method.
The incident proton spins were frequently flipped by a spin rotation solenoid and some-

times the target spins were inverted. Then, Axx and Ayy were simultaneously
measured by two pairs of detecting systems. The obtained results are as follows;
CKp(900c.}f.; 52 MeV)==O.13iO.11, CNN(900cmf.: 52 MeV)== -O.034IO.095, Axx
(900c."i.: 47.5 MeV)=:-O.713Å}O.032 and Ayy (900c.,,f.: 47.5 MeV)z-O.287Å}O.039,
and also Ayy/Axx (900c.M.: 47.5 MeV)==O.402 t O.057.
These resuits are compared with the phase shift analyses and the petential model in
the medium energy region.

1. Introduction

   To study the nucleon-nucleon interactions frorn the meson theoretical view point,
especially to make clear the mechanism of the exchange of pions or bosons, the experimental

investigations in the intermediate energy region (20-vlOO MeV) would be very advantageous,

because in the higher energy region, many complicated phenofnena will happen due to the

effects of the inner structure of nucleon and hinder the simple phenomena to understand!).

Therefore, very important informations would be obtainable from the proton-proton scat-
tering at 50 MeV energy region, where such a dynamical effect as spin-orbit interaction
plays an important role in addition to the static interactions of one pion exchange.

    On the above basic standpoint, the Japanese experimental group for nuclear force study

has proceeded the systematic measurements of the proton-proton scattering at 50 M[eV by

using the synchrocyclotron at IIVS, Tokyo. As one of the main projects on the above
systernatic investigations, we have measured the spin correlation parameters based on the

two kinds of experimental methods in order to confirm the strength of the spin-orbit in-
teraction in the intermediate energy region, and to make clear the origin of such dynamical

effects. '
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   The results have been already published in the short reports2), and this paper is the
experimental fu11 report concerning to the measurements of the spin correlation parameters

at 50 MeV.

2. Spin corre}atien parameters and nucleon-nueleoR interaction in intermediate energy region

2-1. Scattering matrix and types ef experiments

   In the case of the nucleon-nucleon interaction, the scattering amplitude depends on

the spin states of the two nucleons. Therefore, the scattering is described by a matrix in

spin space3> defined as

           M==a+b (a`i' . N-a`2) . N) +e (a(i} . N+a(2) . N)

             +m a(i> • Ar a(2) . IV+g (a{D .P a(2) .P+a<i) .K a{2)K)

             +h (a (i) .P a{2' .Pww a`1' .Ka`2)K) (1)
on the basis of the assumptions of space rotation invariance, space reflection invariance and

time reversal invariance, where a(i) and a(2) are the Pauli spin matrices of the two nucleons

and P, K and IV are the orthogonal unit vectors defined as

                k,+kf
           P-               lk,+k,1 7

                kf-k,
           K-=
               ]k,-kil

                k, Å~ kf
     and N=ur
               1k,Å~kfl

here ki and kf are the incoming and outgoing momenta in the C. M. system.
    The term b in Eq. (l) vanishes for the proton-proton scattering.
determine the complex coefucients a,

Of course, all of the coeMcients are not mutually in

based on the unitarity of the scattering matrix. Furthermore, these
expressed in terms of the M matrix elements, which also can
phase shifts.

    There are many possibilities of the experiments for the

and two normal to the direction of motion as well as unpolarized.

the relation between initial and final polarization states for the two

given as4)

                      1 16
           I<S">f==T.=.ww,<S">, Tr (MSp.M+spt) ,

where

           i== T"(411,Pis,M. ')=-2-t/Il.Ii,<spt>iTr(Ms'M")

is the differential cross section,

<S>'s are the expectation values of the spin operators S's. Hence,
two nucleon system is specified by the expectation values of the

(2)

                             Thus, we have to
c, m, g and h through the many types of experiments.

            dependent because of the relationships
                             coeMcients can be
                      be represented in terms of

                                                    nucleon-nucleon scattering,
since with the spin dependence the nucleons can be polarized in three directions, one along

                                                      A basic form representing
                                                          nucleon scattering is

(3)

(4)

pt is the 4Å~4 spin density matrix for the initial system and

                                the spin state of the
                             16 independent matrices
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so that there are altogether 162( =256) different experiments possible corresponding to the

initial and final spin states. These experiments are different experimentally, but some of

them are identical to each other because of many theoretical relations; for example, half

of the 256 observables vanish identically under the time reversal invariance, one case of

which is the relation of the spin correlation parameters CNN and A,, in the present ex-
periment, i.e. CNN=:A.. as described in Iater.

    These observables can be expressed in terms of the coeMcients a, c, m, g and h in the

M matrix. Academically it is called complete experiment proposed firstly by Puzikov
et al.5} that at least five different experiments are needed in order to determine the Mmatrix

or the complex coeMcients a, e, m, g and h for the proton-proton scattering, where the
measurements have to be carried out at all angles and in infinite accuracy, which are un-

practical. Therefore, instead of determining the M matrix directly from the experimental
data, usually the phase shift analyses are attempted to search the most probable set of
phase shifts on the basis of some kinds of experimental data.

2-2. Spin correlatien parameters

    The spin correlation parameters are defined as the types of experiments that the final

two Pauli spin rnatrices or the initial ones are concerned. The spin correlation parameters

CKp, etc. are the case of the former, in which an unpolarized beam is scattered from an
unpolarized target and the polarizations of the scattered and recoiled nucleons <a.(i).
ffp(2)>f are measured. On the otherhand, the Ax., etc. are the case of the latter, in which

the cross section is measured for the scattering of a polarized beam and a polarized target

<if.(i).aB(2)>i which are the time-reversed counterparts of the former. Some usefui
equations related to the experimental method are given as follows.

    From Eqs. (3) and (4) for the simultaneous measurements on the polarizations of
both scattered and recoiled nucleons for the scattering of unpolarized beam and unpolarized

target, we have the spin correlation parameters C.p defined as

                                   1
           Io C.p!!iilo<a.(1) ifpC2)>f""-2r Tr (MM" if.Cl} op(2>) , (5)

where a, B==P, K, N, as used in Eq. (3), and

               1           Io =-2r Tr (MM') (6)
is the differential cross section in the common use; unpolarized'beam and unpolarized
target and no attention paid to final polarizations.

    The nine measurements are possible conceptually. However, due to the form of the
Mmatrix, only the four spin correlation parameters CNN, Cpp, CKK and CKp=CpK are
non-zero, which are illustrated schematically in Fig. 1.

me. -

Cnn CkP

c
vdi

Fig.1. Schen3atic representation

     Ckk

of trip]e scattering spin coryelaSion experiments.
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The polarization analyzers for the scattered and recoiled nucleons are needed in the ex-
periments, and moreover a spin rotator is necessary for the measurements of Cpp and CKK.
    On the otherhand, the differential cross section I.p for the scattering of a polarized beam

and a polarized target is given .from Eqs. (3) and (4) as

                l1           I.p==z' Tr (MM")+T Tr (Ma.{i) M') <O.(1>>i

                1
              +lf- Tr (Map(2) M+)<pp(2)>,

                1
              +42r Tr (Mif.{i) ap{2) M") <if.<i)>i <ap<2)>i . (7)

Here, the first term is the same Io as Eq. (6), and the second and the third are the polarizations

for the scattered and recoiled particles, respectively, that is

                             1
           Io Pny Io <ifn(1)>f "=TTr (MM" Cn(1)) . (8)

             is defined asThe tensor A
           aP

                  1
           IoA .p= z- Tr (Mif.(1> Op(2)M') <a.<1)>i <fffi(2)>i , (9)

which is also called the spin correlation parameter. Then, Eq. (7) is written as

           Iap=:Io {1+P(6..<a.{1)>i+6p.<ap(2)>i

                   +A.p<6s{1}>t <dp(2)>i}, (10)
where 6.. and 6p. are the Kronecker's delta. Here, the subscripts cr and B are related to

the unit vectors (x, y, z), where z is along the motion of the incident poiarized nucleons,

y is normal to the scattering plane and x==yxz. The spin correlation parameters Axx,
etc. are shown in Fig. 2,

                                -L .e                     Ayy i Axx /

                         :H-ts- -z
                                            ]".
                     Azz Azx

   Fig. 2. Spin correlation parameters defuied in the scattering of polarized beam by polarized

          target.

    Experimentally, instead of the I.p, the so called asymmetry (e) of the spins parallel

(Ntt) and antiparallel scattering (NtS) may be measured, that is

               • IVTTmNN           Aap Pat(i) Pp(2)=xeapur lvtT+Nts ' (11)

for 900c.At. scattering (P== O in Eq. (10)), where P.(i) and Pp(2) are the initial polarizations
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of the beam and target, respectively.

    There are the following relations between C.p and A.p under the time reversal in-

varlance:

           Ayy :CNN

                            ee           A,,--sin e CKp+cos2-iii- Cpp-i-sin2w CKK ,

                               ee           A.. ==-sine CKp+sin2-li- Cpp+cos2-ir CKK (12)

and

                           1
           A,.=-cos e Cxp+-IE- sin e (Cpp-CKK) ,

where e is the observed angle in C.M. system.

    The spin correlation parameters for the proton-proton scattering can be expressed
in terms of the Mmatrix elements as

                                1           Io (l -Ayy)==Io (1-CivN)="Ji2-IMss l2 , (13)

           Io(1 +Axx) =IMio]2, (14)
           Io (A yy pmAxx) === IMol 12, (1 5)
                    1           Ie CKP =2sine (I MoiP-IMIol 2) (1 6)

and

               ll                                    l           Ie =-2i-lMss 12 +zim 1Mio I2 +T ]Mei i2 • (17)

By using Eqs. (14), (15) and (16), we obtain the relations between CKp and Axx as

                 1
           A.. =i (CNN-2 sineCKp-1) . (l s)
These matrix elements for 5e MeV proton-proton scattering can be expressed approximately
in terms of phase shifts taken into account up to G-wave as follows;

                   2
           1Mss 12 = k2 {1-cos 26(iSo)-5o"(iD2) sin 26(iS,)

               27 e2             +---4--' 0('G4) sin 26('So)--fi, sin 26(iSe) (19)

           I Mio l2= k2, [{6(3Po)-6(3P2)}- vXriii- s2- -il- {6(3F2)-6(3F4)}

             +31Ii5 e4]2 (20)
           1 Moi 12= 2Z, [3{6(3Pi)-o(3P2)} +2vif e2- -X {76(3F3)-1s6(3F4)
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+ 86(3FD} -
3vlr

2

2] 4 9

(21)

where k is the wave number of the incident proton and u is the velocity of the inconaing proton

in Lab. system. As shown in Eqs. (14) and (l5), (1+A..) and (A,,-A..) are strongly
sensitive to {5(3Po)-6(3P2)} and {6(3.Pi)-6(3P2)}, respectively. Therefore, A,,(=:CNN),
A.. and CKp seem to be very effective observables to determine the p-wave splitting, which

is very sensitive parameters to estimate the strength of the spin-orbit force as introduced

by Gammel and Thaler6).

2-3. Nueleen-nucleon interactions at 50 MeV energy region.

    "The Japanese theoretical study group for nuclear force has st}cceeded in understanding

the mechanism of one pion exchange quantitatively in the outer region of nucleon (r ) l .5""i :

which is called the static region, where pt-i is the pion ComptoR wave Iengthi),7). For
the next step on the basis of the meson theory, they have undertaken to investigate the
nucleon-nucleon interactions in the inner region (l.5ptmi }? r;2i}O.7pt-i) whlch is called the

dynamical regioni), where such non-static effects as spin-orbit force would play an important

role in addition to the static interactions of one pion exchange7>.

    On the other hand, it was attempted to derive the phenomenological potentials from
the 310 MeV proton--proton scattering data performed at Berkely8). Gammel and Thaler6}
have fu'stly proposed the one including a strQng spin-orbit potential, and }ater by Hiamada

and Johnston9) a more general potential including quadrutic spin-orbit term as weli as spin-

orbit term has been derived to represent the two-nucleon scaÅíterk}g data below 310 MeV,

which is called the HJ-potential, and seems to be the most probable phenomenological
potential at present. However, such a large spin-orbit interaction as the phenomenological

potentials were not to be expected from the static potentials based upon the one and two
pion exchange. Therefore, it was the main purpose for the Japanese school to make clear
the origin of the spin-orbit force in the dynamical region from the meson theoretical view

pointlo).

  In order to do so, it seemed to be more desirable to study the nucleon-nucleon interactions

at medium energy region (20-h-IOe MeV) than aÅí such a higher energy region as 310 MeV,
since as the energy is higher, such an innermost effect as a hard core structure contributes

so complicatedly that the simple mechanism to be treated would be hindered. By considering

the energy dependence of the differences in terms of phase shifts between the static potential

based on one pion exchange and the non-static potentials with spin-orbit terms, the P-wave

splitting at 50 MeV energy region would be very sensitive to the competition between the
tensor type interaction and the spin-orbit type oneii). In addition, from Eqs. (13) and (21)

in the previous section, the spin correlation parameters at 50 MeV energy region are the
effective observables to deternaine the p-wave splitting. The cross sections and the po-
larizations are not so sensitive to such non-static effects. At 50 MeV energy region CKp>>O

is expected from the Gammel-Thaler potential where iMoil2>>Miol2-vO, on the other,
CKF.vO is expected from the static potential where IMoiI2tvlMiol2.ii) So, theoretically,

the spin correlation parameters were considered to be very useful ones to estimate the strength

of the spin-orbit force and to inake clear the origin of such dynamical effects at medium

energy reglon.
    On the other hand, experimentaliy, by using the INS, Tokyo, synchrocyclotron, we couid

obtain the high intense 50 MeV proton beam which were distributed uniformly in time by

means of the debunched extraction methodiO). Therefore, that machine was very suitable
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for such a coincidence experiment as a spin correlation parameter measurement. Moreover,
a carbon polarimeter was found to have a possible polarization analyzing poweri2).

    From the above considerations, for the first step, the measurements of the spin correla-

tion parameters CKp (900c.if.) and CNN (900c.Af.) at 50 MeV were performed by means
of unpolarized beam and unpolarized target2). The phase shift analysis was attempted by
Hoshizaki et al.i3} by using the CKrp and CNN data as well as the differential cross sections

which had been measured previously at INSi4). According to the resultsi3), especially
the 3Po phase shift at 5e MeV was somewhat higher than that expected from the Hamada-
Johnston potential, which suggested that the spin-orbit force at 50 MeV would be not so
strong as the one expected from the phenomenological potentia] like the Hamada-Johnston
potential deduced from the higher energy experimental data.
    In pafallel to our experiments, the measurements of the polarizationi5) and the different

triple scattering parameters, i.e. the depolarization (D)i6), the A-parameter (A)i7) and the

rotation parameter (R)i7) at 50 MeV have been performed at Rutherford Laboratory.
There happened to be some different sets in the phase shift analyses according to which data

were taken into account at 50 MeViO),i3), that is to say, when cross sections, P, CAtp,

CNN and D were used, the 6(3Po) were given at 140•Nt150, but when instead of the CKp,
CNN and D, A and R were contained, then the 6(3Po) were set 11O•v120, which was con-
sistent with ffJ-potential. These facts suggest that there are somewhat inconsistency
existed among the experimental data and the proton-proton interactions at 50 MeV energy

region have been not yet confirmed experimentally. According to the remeasurement of
the differeRtial cross sections by Sanada et al.i8> at 50 MeV, it has been obtained that the

6(3Po) is nearly the same as the HJ-potentiali9). More experimental studies were desirable

at this energy region to remove the ambiguities discussed above and to construct the nucleon-

nucleon interactions quantitatively.

    It takes too long time to measure the CKp and CNN values in good statistics (a few
percent) by means of unpolarized beam aBd unpolarized target and it will be dicacult to
rernove the systematic errors completely in those measurements.

    In the case of using polarized beam and polarized target, the spin correlation parameters

A.p can be obtained by only a single scattering process, and effective measurements are

possible to overcome some diMculties in the unpolarized case. Then, without polarized
ion sources, the polarized beam can be prepared by p-Ca elastic scattering at forward angles,

which has been obtained at Rutherford Laboratory20).
    Therefore, for the second step, we have developed the polarized hydrogen target based

on so-called dynamic polarization method, and performed the measurements of the spin
correlation parameters A.. and A,. at 900c.M. for the 47.5 MeV proton-proton scattering
by means of polarized beam and polarized target.

3. Measurement of CKp and CNN by means of unpolarized beam and unpelarized target.

3-1. Experimentalmethod

    As described in the previous section, the spin correlation parameter C,,B is obtained

by the simultaneous measurement on the polarizations of the scattered and the recoiled
nucleons produced by unpolarized beam and unpolarized target scattering.

    For the first step, we have measured the spin correlation parameters CKp and CNN
at 900c.At. for the 52 MeV proton-proton scattering by using the 53 MeV proton beam
from the INS, Tokyo Synchrocyclotron. The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.

    The 53 MeV unpolarized proton beam bombarded the 150 mglcm thick polyethylene
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Fig.3. Plan
      CK?,

view of experimental arrangement for the CNN measurefnent.
the polarimeters oÅí both sides are positioned vertically.

For the

target which had been moved autornatically not to be melted away by the beam irradiation.

The proton energy at tlie center of the polyethylene target was estimated 52.3 MeV by
considering the energy loss. In order to reject the background counts as many as possible,

both scattered and recoiled protons to 44.60elhr20 Lab. in horizontal plane were focussed

onto the polarization analyzers by the quadrupole magnets, which currents were adjusted
in such a way that only the required protons were effectively focussed and the minimum
focussing images were obtained.

    The proton-carbon elastic scattering at 400L.b was chosen as the polarization analyzer

Fig. 4.
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Electronic b!ock-diagram for the CKp or CNN measurement.
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which analyzing power was estimated O.39Å}O.03 from the previous measurementi2) of the
polarization ofp-C scattering under the same geometrical conditions, that is, the 270 mglcm2

thick graphite plates as the second targets and tl;e solid angles of O.15 steradians were used.

Four plastic scintilation counters with 6810A photomultipliers were placed on the rotating

stands which were adjusted in vertical plane or horizontal one corresponding to the CK•p

or CNN measurement, respectively. The protons doubly scattered simultaneously from
both left and right polarimeters were detected in coincidence within 2r = 20 nsec resolving

time. The electronic brockdiagram is shown in Fig. 4.

    Such four kinds ofcoincidence counts as UU, DD, UD and DUfor the CKp measurefnent
and LL, RR, LR and RL for the CNN one were measured together with the IOO nsec delayed
coincidence counts from which the random coincidence counts were estimated, where UU
is the number of coincidence counts between the upside detector of the lefthand polarimeter

and the upside one of the righthand polarimeter, etc.. Then, the so-called asymmetries
wer obtained by taking the geometric means as

                            VUU•DD mV'UD.DU
                                                                   (22)            CKpPL . PR =- eKp =
                            VUU.DD +VUD.DU

and

                            VLL.RR M •v!LR.RL
                                                                   (23)            CNNPL . PR =- eNN ==
                            •viLL•RR + N/LR•RL

Here, PL and PR are the analyzing powers of the carbon polarimeters of both sides. The
detector positions were exchanged by rotating the analyzers along the axes as frequently as

possible in order to eliminate the geometrical asymmetries of the detecting systems.

3-2. Experimentalresults

    The measurements of CKp and CNN have been performed jn two steps at an interval
of one year, i.e. in the first, only the CKp has been measured, and in the second, both the

CNN and CKp have been done. The latter results for the Crcp was consistent with the
former one within the statistical errors, so the final CKp value was deduced by taking the

weighted mean between the two measurements.
   By using the Sqs. (22) and (23), the final results of the CKrp and CNN at 52 MeV are
obtained as follows,

           C..(9eO..i,., 52 MeV) =O.13Å}e.11

and

           CNN(900..fit., 52 MeV) =:-O.034Å}O.095,

where theindicated errors are the statistical ones only and (PL.PR) = (O.39)2 =O.152 are used.

    In order to estimate the systematic errors which were caused by the misalignment of
the apparatus and the finite geometrical effects in the experimental conditions, the individual

asymmetries for the four cases corresponding to the four counters (I, II, III, IV) being (L U,

LD, RU, RD), (L U, LD, RD, RU), (LD, LU, RD, RU) and (LD, LU, RU, RD) for the CKp,
(LL, LR, RL, RR), (LL, LR, RR, RL), (LR, LL, RR, RL) and (LR, LL, RL, RR) for the CNN,
were compared each other. Then, the all asymmetries agreed within the statistical errors,

which meant that the systematic errors were considered to be less than the statistical one.

Of course, if they were, tbe main part of them were expected to be eliminated by exchanging
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the detector positions as described above by rotating the polarimeters.

    For comparison with A.x experinaent, the obtained Cirp vaiue which is the only one
measurement in this energy region is transformed to the A.. by using the relations of Eq. (18)

                                          1
as well as the CNN value, that is, at 900c.nf.,Axx= T(CNN-2CKp-1)=-O.647Å}O.i20 is

obtained.

4. Measurement of A.. and Ayy by means of po}arized beam and polarized target.

4-1. General description

    For the scattering of polarized beam and polarized target, the spin correlation parameter

A.p is deterinined by measuring the asymmetry of the scattering yields corresponding to the

incident and target proton spins being parallel and antiparallel. This measurement based
on a single scattering is undoubtedly moreadvantageous than that based on double scattering

process in order to make the statistical errors smaller and smaller effectively and to reduce

the existing systematical errors as far as possible. For the second step, we have developed

the polarized proton target and measured simultaneously the spin correlation parameters

A.. and Aw at 900c.At. for the 47.5 MeV proton-proton scattering by means of polarized

beam and pelarized target. The experimental arrangement is shown schematically in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5. Schematical representation of experimental method for the simultaneous measure-
      ment of the spin correlation parameters A] x and Ayy.

    The polarized protons were prepared by the p-40Ca elastic scattering. The elastically

scattered protons which were polarized nomaal to the scatterjng plane were passed through

a solenoid coil which had rotated the spins Å}900 and led to the polarized target after being

focussed by a quadrupole magnetic lense system. The polarized hydrogen target was con-
structed by means of dynamical method. As the target was polarized horizontally, the in-
cident spins and the target ones were parallel or antiparallel in the horizontal plane. Then,

the spin correlation parameters A.x and Ayy were obtained by measuring the scattering
asymmetries at 45 OL.b in the horjzontal plane and in the vertical one, respectively.

    To perform the experiment, both incident beam polarization and target one had to be
determined precisely. However, it was diMcult to measure the target polarization precisely

in our method discussed later, so we have obtained the spin correlation parameters by
normalizing to the ones at 26.5 MeV measured by Saclay Group2i), that is, the measure-
ment of the asymmetries at 26.5 MeV as well as at 47.5 MeV have been alternatively made,
and by comparing them with the Saclay data, the product (Pi. PD of the beam polarization

(Pi) and the target one (P2) was determined. Thus, A.. and A,, were obtained by the
relations as follows,
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                    exJx(y,) (26.5 MeV: Present)
            (P.P)-:                                                                   (24)
                    Axx(y.)(26.5 MeV: Saclay)

and

                           " exx(yy) (47.5 MeV) e..{,.) (47.5 MeV)
            Ax.r<yy> (47.5 MeV)                                  .-            ' (Pi.P2) exx(yy, (26.5 MeV)
              Axx(,y, (26.5 MeV: Saclay) (25)
where e is the asymmetry of the spin parallel scattering (NTt) and the antiparallel one (N?b,

that is

               IV'TtmNN
           e ==               NTt+Ntt

    The detailed descriptions concerned to the polarized beam, the polarized target and
the detecting systems are given in the following sections.

4-2. Pe}arizedbeam

    The 53.7 MeV proton beam extracted from the l80cm synchrocyclotron at INS, Tokyo,
bombarded the 3 mm thick Ca-target which was made by rolling the natural calcium
metal and kept airtight by 1 gm nickel foil. The protons elastically scattered to eL.b.==

36.50Å}l.50 were polarized 500rs norrnal to the scattering plane, which was checked by
double scattering method under the same geometrical conditions.
    The scattered protons were passed through the 160 cm length solenoid coil to rotate
the spins to Å}900 in the plane normal to the moving direction. After passing through the

solenoid, the protons were focussed onto the polarized target by two pairs of quadrupole
magnets. In order to obtain the optimum image and not to be shifted its position by chang-

ing the current and the polarity of the solenoid and the quadrupole magnets, the setting of

them and the adjusting the current were performed by Iooking the image and the energy
spectra at target position by using X-ray films and a scintilation counter, respectively.

   The plan view of experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 6.
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      Fig. 6. Plan view of experimental arrangement for the Axx and Ayy rneasurement.

    The proton energy at the polarjzed target center was estimated 47.5 MeVÅ}2.3 MeV
by considering the kinemtics and the energy loss in the Ca target and the polarized target

system.

4-3. Polarizedprotentarget

    The polarized proton target used in the present experiment was constructed by means
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of dynamic po]arization method developed firstly by Abragam et al. and Jeffries et al. in-

dependently.22) The protons in the so-cal]ed LMN crystal (La2 (1 %Nd3") Mg3(N03)i2.
24 H20) were polarized through the magnetic dipole interaction between protons and
electrons existed excessively in the paramagnetic jons by saturating the partjally forbidden

trasitions of electron spin resonance under the strong magnetic field and in the low tem-

perature. Fig. 7 shows the energy levels of an electron spin loosely coupled to a nucleus

of spin 112 in the two kinds of magnetic field. The population distrjbutions are also shown

on the right side of the figure, where the population (A) is in the case of the thermal equi-

librium.

Fig. 7.
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Now, saturation of the forbidden transition ti by the micro wave power supply leads to the

population (B) which corresponds to the positive polarizatiofl. The polarizatioR may be
reversed by changing the magnetic field slightly and saturating the another forbidden tran-

sition t2, that is the case (C). Thus, polarized target system consists of a strong magnetic

field, an electron spin resonance system with micro wave power supply, a nuclear magnetic

resonance system detecting the target polarization, a cooling system to cool down the LMN

crystal, and a target part allowing the proton transit.

    The 18,600 Oe magnetic field was prepared by the magnet with the pole area 14 cm in
diameter and the 5 cm pole gap and guranteed the field stability of 2Å~10'5 and the field

homogeneity of 3Å~10-5 at the target area.
    The 70 Gff, micro wave power was used corresponding to the magnetic field. About
the 100 mW power was generated by the Varian VCI04K klystron and sent to the cavity
through the Cu-Ni wave guide and the tapered guide. The LMN crystal was mounted in
the ditch inside the cavity by the paste Kel-F with no hydrogen.

    'The vertical type cryostat as shown in Fig. 8 with a liquid helium container and a cooling

room was constructed. The detailes of the cryostat are described in another publication23.

As shown in Fig. 8, the cooling room were inclined about 15O from the vertical by considering

the 50 MeV proton beam trajectory in the magnetic field.

The fiow of liquid helium from the container was controlled by two needle values before

and after passing through the heat exchanger and was spouted upon the LMN crystal from
the hole on the inner wall of the cavity. The evapolated helium gas in the cavity was pumped

out through the 5 ptm cupper foil having many holes of O.5 mm in diameter to the recovering
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system by a 24000 llmin. mechanical booster pump and a 3000 1/min. rotary pump through
an 8" vacuum duct. In such a way the temperature at the vicjnity of the LMN crystal has

reached to 1.20K with 100 mW micro wave power supply.
    Fig. 9 shows the details of the target part. The 1 mm thick and 10x10 mm2 LMN
crystal was used.

    The magnet was placed so that the bended beam might be passed through it's center.
The beam path in the magnetic field was ascertained by using the X-ray fiIms which were
put at some positions in the pole gap. The cryostat was set carefully at the center of the

pole gap by means of the adjustable stand. The position-adjustable pin made from tefion
was installed at the tip of the cryostat in order to connect the contraction due to cooling.

    The target polarization was estimated by detecting the enhanced NMR signals, which

were compared with the ones at thermal equilibrium. The static polarization Po at thermal

equilibrium under the temperature (T) and the magnetic field ("El) is expressed as

Po = g"2kBTff  cr io-7 {l ,
(26)

and the enhanced polarization P is expressed as

P =e Po , q (27)

where s is called the enhancement factor, and gN and B represent the g-factor of proton
and Bohr magneton, respectively.

    However, the NMR signals at thermal equilibrium was very small and the signal to
noise ratio was poor, so it was diMcult to detect the target polarization precisely from the

NMR signals only. Therefore, in the present experiment the product (PiP2) of the beam
polarization (Pi) and the target one (P2) was obtained by measuring the asymmetries at

26.5 MeV and by comparing them with the A... (900c.if.) and A,, (900c.Af.) values
which had been measured precjsely by Saclay group in 19672i). A 6 mm thick Al-plate
was used as an energy degrader, which was set in front of the cryostat. The shift of the
proton path in the magnetic field at 26.5 MeV from the case at 47.5 MeV was about 1 mm,
which was regarded to be negligible small by considering the dimensition of the beam spot

and the solid angles of detecting system.

    Thus, the measurements of the asymmetries for spin parailel and antiparallel were
performed alternately at 47.5 and 26.5 MeV by flipping the beam spin frequently by spin
rotating solenoid, and also sometimes by inverting the target spin by changing the magnetic

field slightly in order to cancel the geometrical asymmetries.

4-4. Detectingsystem

    To measure the A.. (900c.At.) and Ayy (900c.fif.) simultaneously, the two pairs of
detectors were placed in horizontal and vertical scattering planes, respectively. Each pair

consisted of the two rectangular type solid state detectors which had 2.5 mm thick and
2 x4mm2 detecting area and was mounted on the holder inside the pole pieces of the magnet.

These detectors were set at proper positions corresponding to 44.60 scattering in Lab.

system by considering the bending of the protons in magnetic field. The scattered and
recoiled protons were detected in coincidence by them to reject the protons scattered from

other elements contained in the LMN crystal and the coincident energy spectra were re-
corded in the 256 ch. pulse hejgh analyzer. The block diagram of the detecting systems are

shown in Fig. IO.
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Fig. 10. Block-diagram of counting system for the Axx and Ayy.

    The Faraday cup at the rear of the Ca target and the plastic scintilation counter at the

back of the polarized target were used as the monitors.

4-5 ExperimeRtalresults

    The measurement was performed by using the primary proton beam of 53.75 MeV
which corresponded to E,==47.5 MeV at the polarized target by considering the energy
losses.

    In order to minimize the errors caused from the fiuctuation of the target polarization

from time to time, the incident proton spins were flipped every about ten minutes by the

spin-rotating solenoid, and the measurements at 47.5 MeV and 26.5 MeV were repeated
alternately. Moreover, the target spin was flipped every about ten hours by changing the
magnetic field siightly so as to eliminate the small shift of the beam path due to the solenoid

field and the geometrical asymmetries of the detecting system. The NMR signals were
recorded continuously to monitor the target polarization.
    At the beginning of the experiment, liquid heliurn happened to stay in the target room

because of the Beedle value being out of order. Then, for the 26.5 MeV measurement, the
scattered protons could not come out from the cryostat by losing full energy in the Iiquid

helium, although little affected for the 47.5 MeV. So, the target polarization in that case

was estimated only from the NMR signals which were compared with the one in the normal
conditions being no Iiquid helium to soak the target crystal.

    The four kinds of counts as NTt, NN, IVtT and Nii corresponding to the spin directions

of the incident and target protons were obtained by the vertical (Ax.) and horizontal (A,.)

detecting systems at 26.5 and 47.5 MeV. In order to eliminate the spurious asymmetries,
the so-called asymmetries were calculated by using the geometric means of above counts,
that is

v'lvTT.Nes -v'NN.Arit

          N;i +'viN?;.N"   V"NT2.
(28)

(i) At 26.5 MeV, we obtained the asymmetries
    e..=:-e.153Å}O.O19 and e., =-O.132Å}O.026.
    By using the Saclay result2i) that A.. =-O.926 and A,.== -O.732 at 26.5

were deduced by assuming Axx (900c.Af.)==-e.984 at 11 MeV, we obtain the
the beam polarization (Pi) and the target one (P2) as

    (PiPD..me.166Å}O.021 and (PiPD,,==O.180Å}O.035,

MeV which
product of
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from which by taking the weighted mean we obtained
    (PiP2)=O.169Å}o.els.
(ii) At 47.5 MeV, we obtained the asymmetries,

    e..==-e.l21Å}o.oos
and
    e.,== -O.049Å}O.O07.
By using the (PiP2) estjmated from the 26.5 MeV measurenaent, we obtained the final results

    A.. (9eOc.M. 47.5 MeV)== -O.713 l O.032

and
    A,. (90Oc.af. 47.5 MeV)=:-O.287Å}e.039,
where the indicated errors are statistical only. The normalization error which effected in

comparing process with the Saclay data at 26.5 MeV was supposed to be about 10% by
considering the statistical errors at 26.5 MeV and the ambiguities of the NMR signals which

were used to estimate the target polarizations in the case of no 26.5 MeV measurement
discussed above and also the small differences of the proton paths at 47.5 and 26.5 MeV
in magnetic field.

    As the measurements were performed simultaneously for the A.. and Ayy and alternately

at 26.5 and 47.5 MeV, the following ratios are obtainable independently of both of the
beam polarization and the target one and also the Saclay data, that iS

           (Apty/Axx)47.s Mev==(eyylexx)47.s M,v==O•402nkiO•057 ,

           (Ay)'/Axx)26.s Mev==(eypt/exx)26.s M,v =O•863 Å} O•200 ,

           A..(47.5 )vl[eV)!A..(26.5 MeV)==e..(47.5 MeV)!e..(26.5 MeV)

              =O.791Å}O.le4

and

           A,•,(47.S MeV)/A,,(26.5 MeV) == e,,(47.5 MeV)/e,,(26.5 MeV)

             ==e.371Å}o.ogo.

These are very useful values in comparing with other experimental results.

    As there rnight be some possibilities of the background counts due to such quasi-free

scatterings as (p, 2p) reactions in the LMN crystals, we have measured the angular correla-

tions in such a way that the one detector was fixed at 44.6O and the other was changed from

30Oto 60Oin Lab. system. As the result, the protons from the (p, 2p) reactions were found

to be negligible compared with thep-p scattering, which was consistent with the very small

(p, 2p) reaction cross sections in this energy region.

    The random coincident counts were maxirnum 10 % of the true one, which were perhaps

neutrons mainly. However, the obtained asymmetries were almost all independent how
to subtract the background Åëounts in the measured spectra.

    The non-uniformity of the polarizations rnight be happened by the non-uniform dis-
tributions of the micro wave field and the temperature in the target crystal. In our case, tlie

untuned oversize cavity and the effective cooling system were used, so the uniform distribution

of the target polarization was to be expected.

    It is known that the irradiation of the intermediate energy protons on the LMN crys-
tals reduces the target polarization by one half for (3--5)Å~lei3 protons/cm2 24). In the

present case the total irradiation was about IOii protons, and little depolarization due to

radiation damage was found. By using the (PiP2) value and the beam polarization Pi ==O.50,

we found the mean target polarization P2 ==O.34, which was consistent with the one estimated
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from the NMR signals only.

6. Diseussion

    The present results are shown in Fig. 11 with other experimental data2i>,25)•-27) and

some predicted values based upon the phase shift analyses28) and the potential mode129) in

the intermediate energy region. In Fig. Il, the CKp being transformed to the Axx by
using Eq. (18) is also shown.
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Present and other experimental results in the inteymediate energy region. For
the references, see refs2'),25)-27). The solid }ines and the dashed ones are tke

predicted values based on Livermore phase shift analysis28) and the Tamagaki
potential (HC-81)20). The CK? is shown as transformed to Axx by using the
relation.

    For the two kinds of experirnental methods in our measurements, the A.. and Ayy
results at 47.5 MeV are fairly consistent with the CKp and CNN ones at 52 MeV by considering

their small energy dependencies.

    Recently, the Axx and Ayy measurements at 46.9 MeV29) and 37.5 MeV26) have
been performed at Grenoble by using polarized ion source and polarized target. According
to their results at 46.9 MeV, Axx ==-O.850Å}O.O15 and A.,= -O.275Å}e.OIO are obtained,
which are apparently inconsistent with ours, that is to say, there is a large discrepancy for

theA.. values, although theA.. values are in fairly good agreement. As the ratio Ayy/A..
in our measurement at 26.5 MeV agrees well in statistics with O.788Å}O.Oe7 obtained at
Grenoble, the above discrepancy seemed not to be caused by the normalizing process.
    Several possibilities were examined as the causes producing above inconsistency in
the Axx and Ayy results, that is, (i) the respective scattering centers in the target crystal to

the Ax. and A,, detecting systems might not be the same and also the polarizations at each

center were different, (ii) the scattering angle for the Axx might not be 90Oc.At. and (iii) the

estifnation of the scattering energy might be incorrect. As described in the previous section,

we used the untuned oversized cavity and the effective cooling system, so the uniform po-
larization distribution was to be maintained not like the case (i). Also, the discrepancy being

too large to be caused by the misalignment of the detecting system and the mistakes of the
energy estimation, it was diMcult to consider the errors resulted in the case (ii) and (iii). For
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other careful considerations on the possible error sources included in our measurements,

we could not find any systematic errors to interprete such a discrepancy for the Axx.

   As described shortly in g 2-4, the phase shift analysis was attempted by Hoshizaki
et al. by using the CKp and CNN values at 50 MeV, and resulted in the important informa-
tions that the 6(3Po) was about 14--171 and the spin-orbit force at 50 MeV might not be
necessarily so strong as at higher energy region. However, in order to complete the phase

shift analysis and to confirm the character of the spin orbit interaction in this energy region,

the CKp and CNN experiment was not suMcient in statistics and in consistency with other
triple scattering parameters obtained at Rutherford Laboratory.

   The above preliminary informations obtained from the CKp and CNN measurements
has been confirmed by the A.. and A,, results. The solid curves in Fig. Il represent the

values predicted from the recent energy dependent phase shift analysis developed at Liver-

more (referred to as XEDA)28) which is consistent with the Hamada-Johnston potential.
The predicted Apty agrees quite well with the present CNN and Ayy, whereas the Axx shows
large discrepancy of 6 standard deviations with the present experiments, and also shows
discrepancy 3.7 deviations with the Grenoble result. For the predicted values from the
phase shift analysis at 50 MeV by Hoshizakii9> including tlie cross section data remeasured

by Sanada et al., nearly the same considerations are given.

    For the AyylAxx values, which are useful for comparison because of being independent
with beam and target polarization, one can see the systematic behavior showing the significant

discrepancy between the experimental data and the predicted values for 10 to 50 MeV
energy region, which indicates that the XEDA phase shift analysis is not yet complete. By

considering the experimentai A,. values being fairly consistent with the predicted ones,
this incompleteness should be resulted in the ambiguity of 3Po-wave phase shift.

    The dotted lines in Fig. 11 are the values predicted from the Tamagaki potential (ffC-

81)29) which is based upon the meson theoretical treatment. The better fit than the XEDA

has been obtained for the 3e to 5e MeV A.. values, but not for the A,,. Also, the EIC-81

potential seerns not to be able to explain the energy dependecy of the spin correlation para-

meters.
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    In orther to examine the energy dependence of 5(3Po), we have tried to reconstruct
the Axx data by changing only the 6(3Po) from the IRDA in th'is energy region, where the
weighted mean of the A.. values between the present and the Grenoble data is used for 47.5

MeV. The estimated 6(3Po) is shown by solid line in Fig. 12, in which the recontructed

Axx values and the predicted values from the XEDA and the HC-81 are also shown for

companson.
    Apparently from Fig. 12, the deduced 6(3Po) at 50 MeV is about three degrees larger
than that of the XEDA, which suggesÅís that the spin-orbit force in this energy region is not

so strong as one at higher energy region. The HC-81 potential is not able to reproduce

the energy dependency of the deduced 6(3Po). In order to explain such energy dependency

based on the Tamagaki potential, the energy dependency of the pion-nucleon coupling
constant might be taken into account30). Of course, more accurate considerations shou]d
be based upon the detailed phase shift analysis, which will be shown in another publication

in near future.

    Since there remain some ambiguities due to the discrepancy of the Axx between the
present and the Grenoble data, more extensive measurements in the intermediate energy
region especially in 5e to 100 MeV region are desired in order to confirm the phase shifts

and make clear the mechanism of the proton-proton scattering.
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